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Abstract

In the field of speech, speaker and language recognition, signif-
icant gains have and are being made with new machine learn-
ing strategies along with the availability of new and emerging
speech corpora. However, many of the core scientific princi-
ples required for effective speech processing research appear to
be drifting to the sidelines with the assumptions that access to
larger amounts of data can address a growing range of issues
relating to new speech/speaker/language recognition scenarios.
This study focuses on exploring several challenging domains in
formulating effective solutions in realistic speech data, and in
particular the notion of using naturalistic data to better reflect
the potential effectiveness of new algorithms. Our main focus
is on mismatch/speech variability issues due to (i) differences
in noisy speech with and without Lombard effect and a commu-
nication factor, (ii) realistic field data in noisy/increased cogni-
tive load conditions, and (iii) dialect identification using found
data. Finally, we study speaker–noise and speaker–speaker in-
teractions in a newly established, fully naturalistic Prof-Life-
Log corpus. The specific outcomes from this study include an
analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of simulated vs. actual
speech data collection for research.
Index Terms: speech recognition, human-computer interac-
tion, computational paralinguistics

1. Introduction
It is safe to say that the primary challenge in almost any speech,
speaker or language processing/classification task is the ability
to formulate a solution that overcomes mismatch between train-
ing and test conditions. Speech feature extraction, model train-
ing/development, and classification strategies have progressed
significantly over the past fifty years, yet the overriding chal-
lenge continues to be the ability of speech/language algorithms
to be robust as either speaker, technology/voice-capture, or en-
vironment based mismatch is introduced.

Why should speech researchers be concerned today? The
primary reason is the overwhelming availability of found data
in the field. The exponentially growing amount of speech data
freely available causes a greater temptation to simply use what-
ever is available to address a specific research task. However,
as this study will show, researchers need to exercise caution,
since mismatch is ever present. Data resource consortia, such
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as LDC, take great care in collecting, transcribing and organiz-
ing speech and language data. However, if researchers use data
for purposes other than they were originally collected for, they
may in fact be constructing an irrelevant solution (e.g., [1]).

Figure 1 highlights three broad sources of mismatch:
(i) speaker based (within or across speakers), (ii) conversa-
tion based, and (iii) technology/environment or noise based.
Speaker-based variability (see Fig. 2) reflects a range of
changes in how a speaker produces speech, and will impact
system performance for either speech/speaker/language recog-
nition. These can be thought of as intrinsic or within speaker
variability, and include the following. Situational Task Stress
– the subject is performing some task while speaking, such
as operating a vehicle; hands-free voice input which can in-
clude cognitive [2, 3] as well as physical task stress [4]. Vo-
cal Effort/Style – the subject alters their speech production from
normal phonation, resulting in whisper [5–8] through shouted
speech, or Lombard effect which occurs when the speaker pro-
duces speech in the presence of noise [9, 10]; or if they are
singing vs. speaking [11]. Emotion – the subject is communi-
cating their emotional state while speaking (e.g., anger, sadness,
happiness, etc.) [12]. Physiology – effects of illness, intoxica-
tion, medication, and aging.

Conversation-based variability reflects voice interaction
with either another person or technology, differences with re-
spect to the language or dialect spoken [13], whether speech is
read/prompted or spontaneous, or is a 2-way conversation or a
public speech/group discussion.

Technology- or external-based variability: includes how
and where the audio is captured and range the following issues.
Electromechanical – transmission channel, handset (cell, cord-
less, landline), microphone [1, 14, 15]. Environmental – back-
ground noise [16] (stationary, impulsive, time-varying, etc.),
room acoustics [17], reverberation [18,19], distant microphone.

Figure 1: Mismatch in speech/language processing: (i) speaker,
(ii) technology/environment/noise, (iii) conversation-based.
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Figure 2: Sources of speaker-based variability.

Data quality – duration, sampling rate, recording quality, audio
codec/compression [20].

Given the range of speaker, environment, acoustic, and
technology based mismatch, what impact do these issues intro-
duce to speech/speaker/language recognition systems, and what
steps can researchers do to minimize these issues? The follow-
ing sections explore several specific examples of mismatch due
to noise, Lombard effect, communication scenario, emotions,
and channel, and suggest when caution should be exercised.

2. Communication in Noise
In recent years, researchers have been putting a great deal of
effort into the development of speech processing algorithms
that would maintain good performance in real world condi-
tions. Besides speaker/channel variability and room reverber-
ation [19, 21], environmental noise represents one of the most
disruptive and hard to deal with factors [22]. Successful model-
ing and suppression of noise effects in speech engines requires
availability of noisy speech data. The most common approach
to acquiring noisy data sets is to add noise to clean speech sam-
ples. This method is very flexible and economic as the same
clean speech samples can be reused and mixed with different
types of noise at desired signal-to-noise-ratios, without requir-
ing a repeated participation of human subjects. This approach
to noisy speech modeling has been taken, among others, by the
creators of the popular Aurora datasets. In Aurora 2, noise was
artificially added to clean recordings of TIDigits [23]; Aurora
4 followed the same concept with Wall Street Journal record-
ings [24], and Aurora 5 returned to TIDigits while expanding
on simulated distortion factors that would include hands-free
microphone, transmission through a GSM channel, and room

Figure 3: Talking in noise: ASR performance in clean neutral
and clean Lombard speech UT-Scope tasks; TIMIT language
model; 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 4: Talking in noise: SID performance in clean neutral
and clean Lombard speech UT-Scope tasks; 12 sec. samples.

reverberation [25]. Similar trend of creating challenging noisy
datasets has been followed in other application domains (e.g., in
the NIST Speaker Recognition campaigns [26]). The contribu-
tion of the Aurora suite is undisputed and quite remarkable – it
has provided a unified development and evaluation framework
for automatic speech recognition (ASR) and significantly accel-
erated the advancement of robust algorithms. This being said,
as will be discussed below, the approach taken by Aurora and
similar simulated noisy speech databases disregards the effects
of noise on speech production.

2.1. Adding Noise versus Talking in Noise

While mixing clean speech recordings with noise samples may
provide a reasonable approximation to actual speech contami-
nation by additive environmental noise, it does not reproduce
the effects of noise on speakers. In reality, speakers continu-
ously adjust their speech in response to the environmental noise
to maintain intelligible communication (Lombard effect [4,27]).
Lombard effect affects a number of speech production parame-
ters [28–30]. Even if the additive noise is successfully removed
or simply excluded from the Lombard speech recording, the
speech variability due to Lombard effect may cause a severe
mismatch with the neutral speech-trained acoustic models of a
speech system and result in poor performance [31]. Figure 3

Figure 5: Talking in noise: fundamental frequency in scenarios
without (SPEECON) and with (CLSD’05) communicaton fac-
tor; F/M – female/male subjects; 10ms analysis window step.
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demonstrates performance of a neutral speech-trained hidden
Markov model (HMM) ASR system when tested on TIMIT-
like [32] utterances produced by speakers that were exposed to
three levels of a highway (HWY), large crowd (CRD/LCR), and
pink noise (PNK) played back through headhpones (70, 80, and
90 dB SPL for HWY and CRD; 65, 75, 85 dB SPL for PNK). A
close-talk microphone channel providing high SNR recordings
was used in the ASR experiment on 31 US-born subjects’ (25
females, 6 males) drawn from the UT-Scope Lombard Effect
set [9] (see [33] for more details on the ASR experiment). It
can be seen that the word error rate (WER) grows rapidly from
the baseline no-noise Neutral condition once the speakers are
exposed to increasing noise levels – while the recorded speech
signal retains a high SNR.

Figure 4 presents DET curves for a speaker verification
task (SID) on the UT-Scope database. Here, recordings from
30 subjects (19 males and 11 females) were used. Similar to
the ASR task, the speech production changes induced by Lom-
bard effect considerably deteriorate the system performance due
to the increased mismatch with the reference speaker models
(see [9] for more details). Clearly, none of the noise-induced
speech changes discussed here could be observed in databases
of neutral speech artificially mixed with noise (e.g., the Aurora
sets [23–25]). In a consequence, it is unclear what the robust-
ness of algorithms developed on such databases would be when
exposed to speech produced in actual noise.

2.2. Talking in Noise: Reading versus Communicating

Some studies incorporate speech acquisition in realistic or sim-
ulated noisy conditions to address the issues discussed in the
previous section. Yet, many of these efforts ask subjects to read
aloud prompts in noise without providing them with any feed-
back whether their speech is intelligible to others [4,27,34,35].
In this way, there is no communication factor and the sub-
jects simply read to themselves – their response to the noise
being unpredictable. Communication factor plays a crucial
role in naturalistic speech collection. The presence or lack
of communication will result in significantly different speech
characteristics [36]; an example is shown in Figures 5 and
6. The figures compare the fundamental frequency of speech
and vowel locations in the F1–F2 formant plane for utterances
from Czech SPEECON [37] and the Czech Lombard Speech
Database (CLSD’05) [10]. In both cases, the subjects produced
utterances in an office environment and when exposed to a car

Figure 6: Talking in noise: vowel locations in F1–F2 plane in
female utterances in scenarios without (SPEECON) and with
(CLSD’05) communicaton factor; F/M – female/male subjects;
1-σ ellipses estimated to cover 39.4% of samples.

Figure 7: Talking in noise: human-human versus human-dialog
system communication (UTDrive corpus); fundamental fre-
quency; error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

noise. In SPEECON, the subjects only read the prompts to
themselves while in CLSD’05, they were asked to communi-
cate the prompts to a listener exposed to the same noise, who
would provide feedback on intelligibility. The rate of funda-
mental frequency and formant shifts is more prominent and at
the same time also more consistent (more compact 1-σ ellipses)
for the dataset involving the communication factor – CLSD’05
(see [10] for more details).

2.3. Talking in Noise: Communication Scenarios

This section presents an example from the UTDrive database
[38] which utilizes recordings of 68 subjects driving in real traf-
fic while performing various tasks. Figure 7 shows fundamental
frequency estimated for the driver’s speech while (i) casually
talking to the passenger (Passenger), and (ii) calling a commer-
cial dialog system with the task to find out a specific information
(Dialog). Since the ASR portion of the dialog system produces
frequent errors, the users had to often repeat their queries (Re1–
Re6). The forced query repetitions might have negatively af-
fected the drivers’ mood – for this reason perceptual labels for
Neutral and Negative states were extracted and studied along-
side. The figure suggests that the communication mode (with
a passenger or the dialog system), emotions (neutral/negative),
and the number of query repetitions (1–6) all have impact on
the speech production parameters. As discussed in more detail
in [3], the production differences were prominent for a variety
of speech parameters and provided a 94% accuracy of distin-
guishing between the interactions with the dialog system versus
the passenger when employed as features in a simple GMM-
SVM classification scheme.

3. Channel Characteristics
Channel variability is usually viewed as a negative factor that
increases mismatch between acoustic models and processed
speech. Some speech corpora incorporate various channel char-
acteristics to test robustness of speech engines (e.g., [25, 26,
35]). However, in some applications, channel characteristics
may provide a valuable information about a particular environ-
ment or recording equipment used during the data acquisition.
The left-hand side of Fig. 8 shows long-term channel charac-
teristics estimated for LDC’s conversational telephone speech
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Figure 8: (Left) Dialect-specific channel characteristics in Ara-
bic CTS corpora – dashed lines are ±5σ intervals; (right) chan-
nel characteristics in in-house Pan-Arabic corpus capturing di-
alects of United Arab Emirates (AE), Egypt (EGY), Iraq (IRQ),
Palestine (PS), and Syria (SY).

(CTS) corpora capturing four Arabic dialects (Iraqi, Levantine,
Gulf, Egyptian). As demonstrated in [1], one can perform a
highly accurate dialect identification (DID) on these data sets
using just silence segments since the channel characteristics are
perfectly correlated with the respective dialects. This is an ex-
ample of using a good data in a wrong context (see [39–41]).
The CTS sets were originally collected for ASR purposes and
were not intended for DID tasks. The right-hand side presents
an in-house Pan-Arabic corpus that was collected with the DID
task in mind using a fixed recording setup in all scenarios – note
that the estimated channel characteristics for all dialect sets are
nearly identical in this case. As shown in [1], a DID task on
silence segments in this coprus yields a chance performance.

4. Prof-Life-Log: Naturalistic Speech
Corpus

This section presents an example of a fully naturalistic corpus
Prof-Life-Log [43] that contains audio recordings of entire work
days in the life of the subject – a university professor.

Office

Walking

Car

Cafeteria

Figure 9: Prof-Life-Log: (Left) Lombard function – vocal
intensity as a function of environmental scenario; primary
speaker; (right) fundamental frequency in primary speaker and
secondary speakers in varying environments; error bars – 95%
confidence intervals.

Spk
Spk

Spk
Spk

Figure 10: Prof-Life-Log: speech rate (extracted from short-
time energy envelopes, following [42]) in primary and sec-
ondary speakers as a function of environment.

The recordings are acquired using the LENA (Language
Environment Analysis) unit [44] and capture unscripted inter-
actions of the professor (primary speaker) with colleagues, stu-
dents, and acquaintances (secondary speakers) in various envi-
ronments and provide a unique insight into natural speech com-
munication. Figures 9 and 10 study the relationship between the
primary spekar’s vocal intensity and the level of environmental
noise (Lombard function), and the estimated mean fundamen-
tal frequency and speech rate in the primary speaker versus av-
eraged secondary speakers. The analyses were conducted on
12 hours of audio (one work day) capturing Office, Cafeteria,
Walking, and Car environments. The trends in the figures cap-
ture combined human-environment and human-human interac-
tions in natural communication. It can be seen that the primary
speaker raises his vocal intensity and pitch when exposed to
noisier environments (Cafeteria, Car, Walking versus Office).
While the primary speaker has a lower than average nominal
pitch, the averaged pitch of the secondary speakers follows the
same trend across the environments, which may be a response
to the environmental noise, combined with adjustments to the
talking style of the primary speaker. Similar trend can be seen
for the speech rate in Fig. 10.

5. Conclusions
This paper studied a variety of factors influencing the presence
or lack of realism in speech corpora and the corresponding ef-
fects on speech systems. In particular, our focus was on the
role of environmental noise, communication factor, and channel
variability. We presented examples of widely used corpora that
in some ways departed from what could be considered realistic
scenarios – either through the data collection protocol or due to
the misinterpretation of the purpose of the data sets by users,
alongside with data sets that in our belief have the potential to
address those issues.

The final recommendation from this investigation is that the
availability of speech and language resources continue to grow
exponentially, and while using found data is tempting because
it is cost effective, researchers need to exercise greater caution
in how they treat such data. A series of basic analysis steps
should always include assessing (i) SNR, (ii) number of speak-
ers, (iii) potential overlap of speech segments, (iv) presence of
music or non-speech events/content, and (v) identity and style
of the speaker and their language. Greater care in preliminary
assessment of the audio content can significantly increase effec-
tiveness and reliability of the final speech algorithm solution.
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